
主催　京阪神次世代グローバル研究リーダー育成コンソーシアム（K-CONNEX）

Research Field: Neuroscience 
Eligibility:  Associate and assistant professor class researchers, senior posdoc 

researchers.
※The submission of your abstract is required in advance.
 　( See the agenda on the back.)

Number of partcipants: 25 persons(first-come-first-served basis)
Application/Contact: Send an email with the following matters to 

E-mail: event-entry@port.kobe-u.ac.jp
Deadline : 28th December, 2018  12:00
Affiliation(University name/Faculty name),  Jobtitle, Name, 
E-mail address,  Reason for applying 

Nature Masterclasses provides training in scientific writing and pub-
lishing.The training is delivered by Nature Research journal editors 
and aims to help institutions support their researchers with writing 
research papers.

〈 Trainer 〉

� � � � � �� � � � � �� � �
Senior Editor, Nature Communications

� � � � � � �� � � � � � � � � � �
Senior Editor, Biology, Nature

Date : 9:30–17:10, Tuesday 29th January 2019
Venue: School & Graduate School of Medicine - 

Research BuildingB 2nd floor, 
Kusunoki Campus Kobe University 



Introduction

Agenda

Fiona Carr , Senior Editor, Nature Communications 

Angela Eggleston, Senior Editor, Biology, Nature

 

▶10:00 What Makes a Great Paper? 
What top-tier journal editors look for in manuscripts, with recent examples from Nature publications

▶10:45 Practical Exercise 1: You’re the editor! 
▶11:00 Titles and Abstracts  

The golden rules of writing and structuring the text in your paper, and writing a title and abstract to coax your target 
audience from the title to the paper itself 

▶  9:30 Welcome and Introductions 

▶11:45 Practical Exercise 2: Reviewing Your Abstract  
Participants must bring in a recent, unpublished abstract which they can review one-to-one with the editors to get 
expert feedback on their work 

▶13:45 Submitting Your Paper  
Submission procedures, making a case to editors, and tips on structuring and writing a good cover letter 

▶14:45 The Editorial Process and Peer Review  
What happens to papers once they’ve been submitted, and a crash course in peer review 

▶16:00 Figure Presentation
An interactive module on designing clear and informative figures and graphs

▶11:30 Break

▶13:00 Lunch

▶16:30 Practical Exercise 5: Best Practice in Scientific Publishing 

▶17:00 Q&A and Feedback

▶17:10 End of Day

▶15:15 Practical Exercise 4: Assessing Referee Reports 

▶14:15 Practical Exercise 3: Pitching the Research

▶15:45 Break

Angela is Senior Editor for biology at Nature. She holds a BSc and MSc from University of Notre 
Dame, and a PhD from Northwestern University. Prior to joining Nature, she undertook post-doctor-
al fellowships at Imperial Cancer Research Fund (Clare Hall Laboratories) and HHMI-Children’s 
Hospital Boston. Her areas of editorial responsibility include DNA structure and metabolism, RNA 
structure and metabolism, biophysics of motor proteins, and photosystems.

Fiona joined Nature Communications in March 2016. She was a locum Assistant Editor for Nature 
Medicine in 2014 and a locum Associate Editor for Nature Reviews Neuroscience in 2015. She 
obtained her PhD in neuroscience from University College London to study the role of descending 
facilitation in rodent models of chronic pain. At Mount Sinai School of Medicine, her postdoctoral 
work investigated molecular mechanisms of chronic pain and addiction. Fiona manages submissions 
on neurodegeneration and neurological diseases, and is based in the London office.


